The trusted
partner you
need for your
SAP journey
on Azure
SAP is at the heart of business operations for a
large number of organisations worldwide. Many
are now looking to the power, flexibility and
scalability of the Cloud to get even more from
their SAP investments. Runibex Technology is
an independent Managed Services Provider for
the Cloud with 20 years of experience in successful
SAP migration and implementation programs.
Our SAP services allow you to remove the heavy
management and maintenance costs of
on-premises SAP implementations by letting us
manage your day-to-day operations. You
receive extremely secure, instantly scalable and
highly available SAP capabilities on a predictable,
monthly fee. We remove the complexity of
Cloud-based SAP systems through one of the
largest and most experienced skills in SAP,
Hybris and HANA migration and management.
In addition, our strategic relationship with
Microsoft Azure means you have the flexibility
to deploy your SAP applications on the platform
that best suits your needs.

Why Runibex for SAP on Azure?
We have created one of the most comprehensive SAP
services portfolios to enable the seamless migration,
modernisation and optimisation of SAP on Azure.
Uniquely, we are both Cloud and SAP experts. Our SAP
consultancy has worked with large companies throughout
Europe to maximise their SAP systems. Through this, we
have unrivalled understanding of the business, technical
and integration requirements of SAP implementations,
which we’ve applied to our Cloud-based Managed
Services. In addition, we bring specialised skills in hosting
and managing ecommerce platforms on Azure, especially
SAP Hybris.

Key benefits
Full managed support through SAP product lifecycle
Large skill base of SAP consultants and technicians
Reduce complexity, cost and risk of your SAP implementations
Complete services across SAP’s solutions set, including ERP, CRM,
data analytics and ecommerce on Azure
Performance, scalability and availability guaranteed by SLA
Rapid and reliable migration in a matter of days or weeks
Reduced costs of new SAP deployments by up to 50%
Reduced operational costs of up to 60%
Flexible deployment on Microsoft Azure
Monthly subscription pricing model
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Our services for
SAP on Azure
We deliver cost-effective, high-quality, and industry-specific SAP solutions to meet
your business needs within all key SAP solutions including SAP Hana, Cloud-based
SAP industry solutions and SAP Systems Maintenance Management. Our core
capabilities include:

Migration
The efficient planning of your existing SAP environments for your Azure infrastructure, including database
migrations to HANA.

Management and monitoring
End-to-end management and monitoring services throguhout the SAP product lifecycle, include SAP
technical monitoring, event and alert management, change request management, SAP system
management and 7x24 support and monitoring.

System optimisation
Enhanced performance and continuous improvement through flexible allocation, system tuning and
upgrading, and system and process automation.

Business continuity
A comprehensive range of backup and disaster recovery services stimulate more effective business
continuity and higher availability for your critical IT systems.

Cost optimisation
A consultancy-based service providing actions to ensure that you have the system performance and
capacity you need while effectively controlling your costs. The service is charged through a predictable
monthly fee.

Security and governance
We create and maintain a highly secure environment where you can scale and innovate your SAP systems
with confidence. All our services are underpinned by policies and SLAs to ensure operational consistency.

Want to make sure you’re fully benefitting from your Azure
investments? Talk to Runibex Technology today about our
range of flexible and cost-effective Managed Services for
Azure by calling 020 3911 7469 or visiting www.runibex.com

